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The Golf Alltrack

We make the future real.

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

The illustrations of the Golf and Golf Estate throughout this catalogue feature the R-Line “Exterior” package and some optional extras.
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Ready for the future.
The Golf and Golf Estate have arrived: sportier, more dynamic and
bolder than ever before. With a range of cutting-edge Infotainment
and assistance systems, you are equipped to face what both today
and tomorrow might bring.

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S
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Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra
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Exterior
It can be wonderful to leave things in the past. With its bold silhouette,
the Golf is driving towards the future with confidence. Its characteristic
C-pillars, large wheelbase and short overhangs make sure it remains a
Golf through and through – even as an Estate.

01 Invisible eye: the front radar for various optional
assistance systems is positioned elegantly behind the
Volkswagen badge. SO
02 The rear of the Golf and Golf Estate appears more
dynamic than ever before. This is all thanks to elements like the updated bumpers at the rear and the
diffuser with various chrome features, depending on
the equipment version. Furthermore, neither models
have visible tailpipes any more. And the highlight
when driving both during the day and at night: the
optional LED tail light clusters with dynamic turn signals¹⁾. The Golf and Golf Estate are more modern than
every before, especially thanks to a large selection of
alloy wheels and paint finishes – shown here with optional Turmeric Yellow paint and the optional “Jurva”
alloy wheels. S

01

1) Not available for the Golf Estate.
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R-Line
Even more confident, even bolder, even more dynamic: with the R-Line
“Exterior” package by Volkswagen R, you can express your passion for
sport with added enthusiasm. And because your passion comes from the
inside, the R-Line package for the interior adds the ideal finishing touch
to your look.

01 | 02 With the R-Line “Exterior” package¹⁾ your
Golf and Golf Estate look significantly more athletic.
This is down to features like the R-Line front bumpers
with bold air inlets, the “R-Line” logo in the radiator
grille and the rear bumper with the black gloss diffuser.
The sill extensions give both vehicles added presence
on the road. In the Golf, the rear spoiler also increases
down force on the rear axle. SO

02

1) The fog lights are not included in the R-Line package and R-Line “Exterior” package.
These equipment packages are offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.
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03

03 With its five double spokes in Grey Metallic, the 18 inch “Sebring” alloy wheel helps you to look even more
athletic. The “R-Line” logo on the wing panel marks your Golf or Golf Estate as a true athlete. SO
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05

06

04 With the R-Line package you can add a sporty touch to the interior, too. In addition to the R-Line “Exterior” package, it
comes with illuminated “Dark Diamond Flag” decorative trims and the leather trim multifunction sports steering wheel with an
“R-Line” logo and stitching. Further details, such as the black headlining, floor mats with stitched elements and the brushed
stainless steel pedal caps, highlight the dynamic interior. SO
05 You will also receive the R-Line sports seats with “Carbon Flag” upholstery as standard. The seat bolsters in Flint Grey
“San Remo” microfiber and Crystal Grey stitching complement the seats’ overall appearance. The “R-Line” logo is incorporated
into the backrests in the front. SO
06 The optional R-Line sports seats in “Vienna” leather with embroidered “R-Line” logos in the backrests of the front seats
ensure optimum support and add an extra position of coolness to the interior. SO

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
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Bringing space to life.
Sometimes you just need more – more Golf, more room, more space. Thanks to its
generous space concept, the Golf Estate is equipped for almost anything you have
planned for today, tomorrow and beyond, as well as anything you haven’t planned for.

01

02

01 | 02 The luggage compartment of the Golf Estate has plenty of space for all your plans, from a surfing holiday on the coast to your weekly
supermarket shop. With its extra low load sill and a height-adjustable luggage compartment floor, you can load even the heaviest of items
into your luggage compartment. And if you need even more space, the luggage compartment cover is easy to remove and can be stowed under
the luggage compartment floor. If you’re transporting bulky goods, the asymmetric split folding rear seat backrest is sure to come in particularly
H
handy. For the Comfortline equipment line and above, the vehicle also comes with a centre armrest and load-through hatch. C
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For perfect views
in every direction.
The optional electric panorama sliding/tilting roof not only looks
good from the inside and outside, it also helps to create a feeling of
added space. And of course, it also makes sure you don’t miss out on
any important landmarks, like traffic lights for instance. The various
opening positions mean you can drive without having to worry about
drafts. And if you want to leave the sun out of things completely, the
electric sun blinds protect you from its rays.

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
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Infotainment
The Infotainment systems in the Golf and Golf Estate meet high standards, with features like a standard touchscreen, plus an optional mobile
phone interface and optional gesture control.
01 With the innovative gesture control function, you have a simple and convenient way of operating the
“Discover Pro” radio navigation system. You can control a number of menu options with a simple horizontal
gesture. For instance, you can switch to the next song by just waving your hand. SO

02

02 The optional Comfort and Business mobile phone interfaces also enable you to connect a mobile phone to
the system. Wireless calls can be made if a mobile phone is connected by Bluetooth® Hands-Free Profile (HFP)
to the hands-free system. The “Comfort” interface uses the vehicle’s external aerial. This reduces the amount
of radiation in the vehicle. An additional aerial amplifier also helps to ensure improved reception quality. At the
same time, devices compatible with the Qi standard can be charged cable-free. The “Business” model has a
built-in phone module in the vehicle and can alternatively be equipped with a separate SIM card. Using the
built-in WiFi hotspot function, you can connect your vehicle to the Internet. SO

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.
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03 The “Discover Pro” radio navigation system with the standard Car-Net App-Connect
function comes with a 23.4 cm (9.2 inch) glass-covered TFT touchscreen with colour
display, proximity sensor and innovative gesture control for intuitive control. As a result,
you can operate a whole range of menu options with a single horizontal gesture. The
system also has a 10 GB built-in storage device with installed map material for Europe,
eight loudspeakers, FM radio reception and a DVD drive, that can play music in MP3, AAC
and WMA format. Two SD card slots, an AUX-IN socket, two USB ports and a Bluetooth
mobile phone interface round off the Infotainment experience. SO
04 The “Discover Media” navigation function for the “Composition Media” radio
features a 20.3 cm (8 inch) TFT colour display, pre-installed map data for Europe, a
touchscreen with proximity sensors and an MP3, AAC and WMA-enabled CD player
and eight loudspeakers. Furthermore, the system also features two SD card slots, an
AUX-IN socket, a USB port and a Bluetooth connection for mobile phones. And with
the Car-Net mobile online services, you are always up-to-date, even when you’re on
the road. SO
05 The “Composition Media” radio includes a 20.3 cm (8 inch) TFT colour display, a
touchscreen with proximity sensor and an MP3 and WMA-compatible CD player. Eight
loudspeakers with 4 x 20 watt power output transform the system into a multimedia
experience. Furthermore, it also features an SD card slot, an AUX-IN socket, USB port
and a Bluetooth connection for mobile phones. SO

04

06 The “Composition Colour” radio system features a 16.5 cm (6.5 inch) TFT touchscreen colour display, an optional MP3 and WMA-enabled CD drive, 4 x 20 watts output
and eight loudspeakers and an SD card slot. S
07 The finest nuances, deep bass, crystal clear tones: experience the “DYNAUDIO
Excite” sound system by the Danish hi-fi specialist Dynaudio. Eight loudspeakers
specially designed for the interior of your car, a subwoofer and a digital 10-channel
amplifier with 400 watts of output play the ideal soundtrack to every journey. Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) adjusts the sound emissions from every speaker according to
its position in the car so that wherever you are sitting, you hear the sound as if you
were in the ideal listening position. SO

05

06

(Not shown) Discover Care: your quickest path to new map material. To keep your
“Discover Media” navigation function or “Discover Pro” radio navigation system data
up to date at all times, simply visit www.navigation.com, enter the model, model
year and navigation system and load the latest map data onto a suitable SD card.
This service is free of charge and continues to be available to you for a further five
years following the end of production of the device. SO
03
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In good and
informative
company.
Whether you want to check the rev counter, speedometer, mileage
recorder or your route: thanks to the optional high-resolution Active

09

Info Display which measures 31.2 cm (12.3 inch) across the diagonal,
you can display a range of handy information in whatever arrangement
you’d like, putting the focus on your favourite functions. For example,
selecting navigation mode will move the speedometer and rev counter
to the edge of the screen, making more space for the map display.

10

08 – 1 1 With a range of information profiles you can select which data should appear on the Active Info
Display. This means you can transfer data such as phone contacts, pictures or CD covers from the Infotainment
system in the centre console to the Active Info Display. The information profiles can be quickly and easily
selected via the optional multifunction steering wheel. SO
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.
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Connectivity
Car-Net: at Volkswagen, that’s what we call having the Internet in your car. It also includes convenient
services, practical functions and helpful apps that make your day-to-day life easier and more exciting.
Find out more at www.volkswagen.com/car-net.

01

01 With Car-Net “Guide & Inform”¹⁾ you can find interesting sights, free parking
spaces in nearby car parks or the cheapest filling station in your area. In addition,
you can also access up-to-the-minute traffic information with optional routes for
avoiding jams, as well as the latest news via your preferred channel from the
Internet. Plan your next route on the Car-Net portal or send your next destination
to the navigation system via the Car-Net app to save time before you set off on
your next journey. SO
02 Car-Net App-Connect²⁾. There are three innovative forms of technology for
transferring the content of your smartphone to the touchscreen of your Infotainment system: MirrorLink®, Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ by Google. As a
result, you can use the most important functions on your smartphone, such as
calls, messages and music, while you are driving: all easy, safe and convenient
thanks to the display in the centre console. App-Connect comes as standard in the
“Discover Pro” radio navigation system. SO

02

1) Use of the mobile online services from Car-Net “Guide & Inform” is only possible with the optional extras
“Discover Media” navigation function and “Discover Pro” radio navigation system. You will also require a
mobile device (e.g. smartphone) capable of acting as a mobile wireless hotspot. Alternatively, you can also
use the optional “Premium” mobile phone function, a mobile phone with Remote SIM Access Profile (rSAP)
or a SIM card with call and data options. Car-Net “Guide & Inform” services are only available in conjunction
with an existing mobile phone contract between you and your mobile phone company or with a contract
concluded separately for this purpose and only where coverage is available. Depending on your mobile phone
tariff, receiving data from the Internet may incur additional charges, particularly if you are using the phone
abroad (e.g. roaming charges). Due to the amount of data needed when using Car-Net “Guide & Inform”
services, we strongly recommend signing up to a flat data rate with your mobile phone provider! Use of Car-Net
“Guide & Inform” is governed in a separate agreement concluded with Volkswagen AG. After receiving possession of the vehicle, the customer has 90 days to register at www.volkswagen.com/car-net. Availability
of Car-Net “Guide and Inform” may vary depending on the country in question. These services are available
during the agreed contractual period and may be subject to amendments. For more information on Car-Net
“Guide & Inform”, visit www.volkswagen.com/car-net or contact Your Volkswagen Dealer; contact your mobile
phone company for information on your mobile rates.
2) Only available in conjunction with the “Composition Media” radio or the “Discover Media” navigation function and
“Discover Pro” radio navigation system. Car-Net App-Connect is compatible with MirrorLink®, Apple CarPlay™
and Android Auto™ technologies. The availability of this technology may vary according to country. Car-Net
App Connect is already supported by numerous mobile phones and Volkswagen is currently working closely
with smartphone manufacturers to make sure that a wider range of telephones can support Car-Net
App-Connect technologies. You can find up-to-date information regarding the compatibility of current
and new mobile phones at www.volkswagen.de/mobiltelefon.

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.
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1) The use of Car-Net “Security & Service” is governed in a separate
agreement concluded online with Volkswagen AG. To be able to use
Car-Net services for the full term, you must register your vehicle at
www.volkswagen.com/car-net within 90 days of taking delivery of
your vehicle. The Emergency Call service is activated from delivery
without the need to register. Availability of Car-Net services may
vary depending on the country in question. The services are available
during the agreed contractual period and may be subject to amendments during the duration of the contract. To be able to use the
Car-Net app free of charge, you need a smartphone with iOS or Android
operating system and a SIM card with data option with an existing
mobile phone contract between you and your mobile phone company
or with a contract concluded separately for this purpose. Depending
on your mobile phone tariff, sending or receiving data via the Internet
may incur additional charges, particularly if you are using the phone
abroad (e.g. roaming charges). For more information on Car-Net
“Security & Service”, visit www.volkswagen.com/car-net or contact
Your Volkswagen Dealer; contact your mobile phone company for
information on your mobile rates. Will be introduced at a later date.
Your Volkswagen Dealer will be pleased to advise you.
2) The GoPro® camera is not included in the Golf and Golf Estate’s
scope of delivery and must be purchased separately.
The solution described above is compatible with the following versions: GoPro® Hero camera (3, 3+ or 4). GoPro®, Hero, the GoPro®
logo and the GoPro® Be a Hero logo are trademarks or registered
trademarks belonging to GoPro®.

03

04

03 With Car-Net “Security & Service” ¹⁾ you can drive
on the safe side. This package of Car-Net services provides you with mobile access to key vehicle functions
and information for added comfort. Whether you’re
planning your next trip to the workshop, using the
Emergency Call service, calling the breakdown service or using the online anti-theft alarm: your personal assistants will support you in almost any situation
and provide you with everything you need to know
about mobility. SO

04 The USB port enables external audio sources to be connected to the radio or navigation system. This lets
you play music from your smartphone or an MP3 player, for example. SO
05 Keep an eye on things that not even the rear view mirror can spot: using a GoPro® camera²⁾ you have the
chance to gain an exclusive insight into what goes on in the rear compartment using Volkswagen’s specially
developed free-of-charge “Cam-Connect” app for your smartphone in connection with MirrorLink®.
When driving, you can capture a still picture at the touch of a button or, if the vehicle is stationary, you can
even send moving images from the back straight to the display for the Infotainment system. This means you
can make sure that your passengers are always as relaxed and comfortable as you are. SO
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Highline

01 The Highline equipment package is just one example of the Golf and Golf
Estate’s pioneering ways. It includes features like the coloured “Premium” multifunction display, the “Front Assist” area monitoring system and Park Distance
Control. What’s more, sophisticated door trims, high-quality trims and a large
selection of seat upholsteries make sure you create the right ambience. H

02

02 Perfectly set: thanks to the “Air Care Climatronic” with 2-zone temperature
control and allergen filter, the driver and front passenger can adjust the temperature independently of each other. The heated front seats are ideal for a cosy journey
home after a long wintry walk, for instance. H
03 With the 17-inch “Dijon” alloy wheel, this equipment line really gets the chance
to show off how advanced and dynamic it is. H

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5-4.0 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.
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Comfortline

Trendline
09 As soon as the Driver Alert system registers any deviation from the driver’s
normal steering behaviour, it uses visual and acoustic signals to recommend the
driver to take a break.¹⁾ S
05

10 The optional 16-inch “Toronto” alloy wheel with a burnished finish and five
double spokes exudes class. SO

07

04

06

04 The interior in the Comfortline equipment line impresses with its height-adjustable de luxe seats in
the front and “New Brushed Dark Metal” decorative trims on the dash panel and in the door trim. When
combined with the optional DSG dual clutch gearbox, the leather trim multifunction steering wheel is
equipped with special paddles. From this equipment line and above, the vehicle is also available with the
optional Active Info Display for added clarity and convenience. C

05 Looks after you, and everybody else: In the event of an imminent collision, the “Front Assist” area
monitoring system with City Emergency Braking and Pedestrian Monitoring can help to reduce the
severity of a collision or, ideally, avoid the collision completely. It detects pedestrians and vehicles on
the road and warns the driver in plenty of time.¹⁾ If the driver fails to respond, the system automatically
applies the brake. C

1) Within the system’s limits.

06 The 16-inch “Hita” alloy wheel makes a bold statement right from the very first glance with its five
Silver Metallic double spokes. C
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08

07 In the Trendline equipment line you can take a seat on the “Basket” design
seat upholstery. The “Spotpoint” and “Polar Night Black” decorative trim help to
cultivate a chic atmosphere. This package also includes plenty of handy features,
like the illuminated glove compartment complete with cooling function, the
asymmetric split, folding backrest in rear compartment and the storage compartment with 12 volt socket in the front. S
08 The “Composition Colour” radio system features a 16.5 cm (6.5 inch)
TFT touchscreen colour display, an optional MP3 and WMA-enabled CD drive,
4 x 20 watts output and eight loudspeakers and an SD card slot. S

09

10
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14 drivers see
more than just one.
In the Golf and Golf Estate, intelligent driver assistance systems
provide added comfort and can help you to tackle or even avoid
critical situations.
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Assistance systems

01 Added comfort, even in a traffic jam. Traffic Jam Assist enables comfortable
stop-and-go driving in traffic jams, helping to avoid typical accidents in heavy
traffic.¹⁾ The system keeps the vehicle in lane and automatically operates the
accelerator and brake. Traffic Jam Assist is only available as part of the “Plus”
driver assistance package. SO
02 ACC adaptive cruise control helps you to maintain a pre-set maximum speed²⁾
and a minimum distance from the vehicle ahead.¹⁾ It is also included in the “Plus”
driver assistance package. When combined with the dual clutch gearbox DSG, this
package also includes the “Emergency Assist” and Traffic Jam Assist systems. SO
03 Looks after you and everybody else: in the event of an imminent collision,
the “Front Assist” area monitoring system with City Emergency Braking and
Pedestrian Monitoring can assist in reducing the severity of the collision or,
ideally, in avoiding the collision completely. It detects pedestrians and vehicles
on the road and warns the driver in plenty of time.¹⁾ If the driver fails to respond,
H
SO
the vehicle automatically applies the brake. C
01

04 The “Plus” Blind Spot sensor with Rear Traffic Alert including lane departure
warning “Lane Assist” warns you when driving of vehicles in your blind spot by
means of LEDs in the respective exterior mirror. In conjunction with lane departure
warning “Lane Assist”, “Plus” Blind Spot sensor also helps with a corrective steering
intervention in critical situations.¹⁾When reversing out of parking spaces, Rear Park
Alert monitors the area behind your vehicle and warns you of crossing traffic.¹⁾ SO

1) Within the system’s limits.
2) Up to 210 km/h.

02

Standard/Trendline

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

03

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO

04
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07 Using a camera installed behind the front windscreen, “Light Assist” main beam control
detects oncoming traffic and vehicles driving ahead and automatically switches between main
beam and dipped beam. SO
08 Anyone who has ever tried to manoeuvre their vehicle with a trailer attached knows just how
complicated this can be. This is where “Trailer Assist” comes in.¹⁾ All you need to do is pick the
direction in which you wish to travel and the system does the rest, reversing your trailer without
the stress. You only need to press the accelerator, brake and keep your eyes open. SO
09 The proactive occupant protection system can detect a situation with a high risk of an
accident. It automatically closes all windows and the panoramic sliding/tilting roof and tensions
the front seat belts as a precaution. SO
10 Traffic sign recognition is capable of recognising speed limits and no overtaking signs, and
the corresponding cancellation signs, and shows them on the multifunction display and in the
navigation system. SO

09

11 The “Rear View” reversing camera supports the driver while reversing.¹⁾ The camera image in
the monitor for the radio or navigation system shows the area behind the vehicle. SO

05

12 Adaptive chassis control DCC uses electronically regulated dampers to continuously adapt to
each driving situation. Use the driving profile selection to change the damper and steering
characteristics, selecting from different settings. SO

06

05 More secure: the Automatic Post-Collision Braking System automatically brakes after a collision, ideally preventing a secondary
collision.¹⁾ S
10

06 Be prepared in an emergency with the “Emergency Assist” assistance system, which partially takes over control of your vehicle in
a medical emergency.¹⁾ It is activated when it registers no activity
on the part of the driver. If the driver still fails to respond once the
system has emitted a warning, it attempts to revive the driver while
alerting other passengers and other road users. If the driver does
not take back control, the system can keep the vehicle in lane and
brake it until it comes to a stop. “Emergency Assist” is only available
as part of the “Plus” driver assistance package. SO

07

08

11

(Not shown) From speeds above 65 km/h, the lane
departure warning “Lane Assist” can detect whether
the vehicle has inadvertently departed from the
marked lane and initiates a corrective steering intervention to bring the driver’s attention back to the
road.¹⁾ SO
(Not shown) As soon as the Driver Alert system
registers any deviation from the driver’s normal
steering behaviour, it uses visual and acoustic signals
to recommend the driver to take a break.¹⁾ S

12

1) Within the system’s limits.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO
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A thirst for adventure
as standard.
For when day-to-day life isn’t quite so everyday: with added clearance
and a heavy-duty suspension, roof rail and larger luggage compartment,
the Golf Alltrack is ready for almost anything. The 4MOTION all wheel drive
also offers traction on almost any terrain.

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO
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Sometimes the detour
is the destination!
01 The interior of the Golf Alltrack impresses with its design and high-quality
range of materials. The decorative trims on the dash panel and centre console
in “Polar Night Black”, along with the exclusive “IMD New Brushed Dark Metal”
decorative strips on the doors and above the glove compartment exude an air
of luxury. The premium “Summits” seat upholstery or the optional design in
ArtVelours impresses from top to toe. The front centre armrest comes with a
storage compartment for your mobile phone, keys and other bits and bobs, as
well as two air vents that provide a supply of fresh air to passengers in the rear.
The front passenger seat’s backrest fold down completely to offer added storage
and load-through options. Alternatively, the folded down front passenger seat
backrest can be used as a table. SO
02 Pulls trailers or caravans of up to 1,800 kilograms with ease. The “Trailer
Assist”¹⁾ function helps you to manoeuvre the vehicle. All you need to do is pick
the direction you wish to travel in and the system does the rest, reversing you
to your destination without the stress. You only need to press the accelerator and
brake and keep your eyes open. SO

02

03 The optional “DYNAUDIO Excite” sound system provides the ultimate
listening experience from every seat. The 10-channel digital amplifier provides
up to 400 watts of power from eight perfectly positioned and perfectly tuned
loudspeakers, a central speaker and a sub-woofer. SO
04 Infotainment with a personal profile: thanks to the optional “Discover Pro”
radio navigation system with driving profile selection you can access important
information while you’re driving and use a range of connections for external audio
sources. Furthermore, the “Discover Pro” radio navigation system enables you to
save your personal settings under the driving profile selection so that you can
adapt the Golf Alltrack’s performance to your preferences and road conditions.

03

SO
1) Within the system’s limits.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5-4.0 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

01

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO

04
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Full speed ahead.
In the Golf, you can choose between six petrol engines and five diesel
engines. Furthermore, the TGI model comes with a natural gas drive¹⁾.
All are powerful, economic and efficient.

1) Fuel consumption with natural gas (CNG) in m³ (kg) per 100 km: 7.3–6.7 (4.8–4.4) (urban) / 4.6–4.5 (3.1–3.0) (extra-urban) / 5.5–5.3 (3.6–3.5)
(combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 98–95 (combined). Fuel consumption for super in l/100 km: 7.3–6.6 (urban) / 4.6 (extra-urban) / 5.6–5.3
(combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 127–122 (combined).
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO
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Diesel engines

Engines
01

02

01 | 02 The natural gas drive reduces consumption and has a positive effect on emissions. The natural gas
tanks are hidden underneath the floor to save space so that they do not restrict the vehicle’s flexibility or
its storage space. And if the natural gas tank is empty, the additional petrol tank will easily take you to one
of the 900 natural gas fuelling stations across Germany. SO

Petrol engines

Fuel consumption, l/100 km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
urban
extra-urban
combined
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
urban
extra-urban
combined
CO₂ emissions, g/km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
Efficiency class²⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

63 kW (85 bhp) TSI

81 kW (110 bhp) TSI

92 kW (125 bhp) TSI

96 kW (130 bhp) TSI
ACT Active Cylinder
Management

110 kW (150 bhp) TSI
ACT Active Cylinder
Management

132 kW (180 bhp) TSI⁴⁾
4MOTION

5-speed
6.0–5.9
4.2–4.1
4.9–4.8
–
–
–
–

6-speed
6.0–5.9 [6.1–6.0]³⁾
4.2–4.1 [4.3–4.2]³⁾
4.9–4.8 [5.0–4.9]³⁾
7-speed
5.8–5.7 [6.0–5.9]³⁾
4.3–4.2 [4.4–4.3]³⁾
4.9–4.8 [5.0–4.9]³⁾

6-speed
6.9–6.8 [7.1–7.0]³⁾
4.5–4.4 [4.6–4.5]³⁾
5.4–5.3 [5.5–5.4]³⁾
7-speed
6.4–6.2 [6.4–6.3]³⁾
4.6–4.4 [4.6–4.5]³⁾
5.3–5.1 [5.3–5.2]³⁾

6-speed
6.4–6.2 [6.4–6.3]³⁾
4.2–4.0 [4.2–4.1]³⁾
5.0–4.8 [5.0–4.9]³⁾
7-speed
6.2–6.1 [6.2–6.1]³⁾
4.2–4.1 [4.2–4.1]³⁾
4.9–4.8 [4.9–4.8]³⁾

6-speed
6.2–6.1 [6.2–6.1]³⁾
4.4–4.3 [4.4–4.3]³⁾
5.1–5.0 [5.1–5.0]³⁾
7-speed
6.2–6.1 [6.2–6.1]³⁾
4.3–4.2 [4.3–4.2]³⁾
5.0–4.9 [5.0–4.9]³⁾

–
–
–
–
6-speed
8.3–8.2
5.8
6.7

111–108
–

112–109 [115–112]³⁾
111–108 [114–111]³⁾

122–120 [125–123]³⁾
121–116 [120–118]³⁾

116–110 [116–113]³⁾
113–110 [113–110]³⁾

116–114 [116–114]³⁾
114–112 [114–112]³⁾

–
157–156

B
–

B [B]³⁾
B [B–A]³⁾

C–B [B]³⁾
B [B]³⁾

B [B–A]³⁾
A [A]³⁾

B [B–A]³⁾
B [A]³⁾

–
C

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO

Fuel consumption, l/100 km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
urban
extra-urban
combined
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
urban
extra-urban
combined
CO₂ emissions, g/km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
Efficiency class²⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:

85 kW (115 bhp) TDI

110 kW (150 bhp) TDI

110 kW (150 bhp) TDI 4MOTION

110 kW (150 bhp) TDI4)
4MOTION

135 kW (184 bhp) TDI4)
4MOTION

5-speed
4.7–4.6 [4.7–4.6]³⁾
3.9–3.8 [3.9–3.8]³⁾
4.2–4.1 [4.2–4.1]³⁾
7-speed
4.2–4.1 [4.3–4.2]³⁾
3.9–3.8 [3.9–3.8]³⁾
4.0–3.9 [4.1–4.0]³⁾

6-speed
5.1–5.0 [5.3–5.2]³⁾
3.8–3.7 [3.9–3.8]³⁾
4.3–4.2 [4.4–4.3]³⁾
7-speed
5.2–5.0 [5.2–5.1]³⁾
4.0–3.8 [4.1–4.0]³⁾
4.5–4.3 [4.5–4.4]³⁾

6-speed
5.9–5.8 [6.0–5.9]³⁾
4.3–4.2 [4.5–4.4]³⁾
4.9–4.8 [5.1–5.0]³⁾
7-speed
6.0–5.9 [6.1–6.0]³⁾
4.3–4.2 [4.4–4.3]³⁾
4.9–4.8 [5.1–5.0]³⁾

6-speed
6.1–6.0
4.6–4.5
5.2–5.1
7-speed
6.2–6.1
4.6–4.5
5.2–5.1

–
–
–
–
7-speed
6.0–5.9
4.9–4.8
5.3–5.2

109–106 [109–106]³⁾
105–102 [106–103]³⁾

111–109 [113–111]³⁾
117–111 [117–114]³⁾

129–127 [132–130]³⁾
129–127 [132–130]³⁾

135–133
136–134

–
139–137

A [A]³⁾
A [A]³⁾

A [A]³⁾
A [A]³⁾

B [B]³⁾
B [B]³⁾

B
B

–
B

Natural gas (CNG)

Fuel consumption, natural gas (CNG)⁵⁾, m³ (kg)/100 km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
urban/extra-urban/combined
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
urban/extra-urban/combined
CO₂ emissions, g/km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
Efficiency class²⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:

81 kW (110 bhp) TGI
BlueMotion

6-speed
7.3 (4.8)/4.5 (3.0)/5.5 (3.6) [7.3 (4.8)/4.5 (3.0)/5.5 (3.6)]³⁾
7-speed
6.7 (4.4)/4.6 (3.1)/5.3 (3.5) [6.7 (4.4)/4.6 (3.1)/5.3 (3.5)]³⁾
98 [98]³⁾
95 [95]³⁾

Fuel consumption, premium grade fuel, l/100 km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
urban/extra-urban/combined
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:
urban/extra-urban/combined
CO₂ emissions, g/km¹⁾
with manual gearbox:
with DSG dual clutch gearbox:

6-speed
7.3/4.6/5.6 [7.3/4.6/5.6]³⁾
7-speed
6.6/4.6/5.3 [6.6/4.6/5.3]³⁾
127 [127]³⁾
122 [122]³⁾

A [A+]³⁾
A+ [A+]³⁾

1) The figures were determined using the legally required measuring methods. These figures do not refer to a particular vehicle and do not constitute part of the offer but are purely for comparison purposes between the various types of vehicle. The fuel consumption and the CO₂ emissions
of a vehicle not only depend on the efficient use of the fuel by the vehicle but are also influenced by driving behaviour and other non-technical
factors (e.g. environmental conditions). Additional equipment and accessories (add-on parts, tyres etc.) may change relevant vehicle parameters,
such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics, thus affecting consumption and driving performance values beyond the effects of weather
and traffic conditions.
Where ranges are given, the figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions depend on the selected tyre format and optional extras. Note in
accordance with the current version of Directive 1999/94/EC.
2) Efficiency classes rate vehicles on the basis of CO₂ emissions, taking into account the vehicle’s unladen weight. Vehicles corresponding with the
average are given a D rating. A+, A, B or C ratings are given to vehicles which are better than the present-day average and E, F or G to those below
that average.
3) Figures in square brackets refer to the Golf Estate.
4) Only available for the Golf Alltrack.
5) H gas or L gas quality.

The specific optional equipment of each vehicle results in an individual vehicle weight and consequently differing figures for consumption and CO₂
emissions and efficiency classes.
The details given on performance and consumption apply to the use of sulphur-free 95 RON premium fuel, in accordance with DIN EN 228. The fuel
grade 95 RON unleaded containing a maximum of 10 % ethanol (E10) is permitted for use in principle. Detailed information on the compatibility of
E10 fuels can be obtained from www.volkswagen.com or at www.dat.de/e10liste/e10vertraeglichkeit.
From 01/09/2017 certain new cars will be type-approved in accordance with the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure, WLTP, a new
and more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions. The WLTP will replace the current test procedure, the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC), from 01/09/2018. Due to the more realistic test conditions, in many cases the fuel consumption and CO₂ emission
values measured in accordance with the WLTP will be higher than measured in accordance with the NEDC. More information is available online
at www.volkswagen.de/wltp or from Your Volkswagen Dealer.
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02 A real eye-catcher: the rear’s distinctive lighting design provided by the LED
number plate light makes sure your number plate is even more visible. SO

Volkswagen Accessories

03 | 04 Extraordinary: with these exterior mirror caps in high-gloss black or matt
chromewith the R-Design you can add a touch more athleticism to your Golf. The
easy-to-mount mirror caps are made from premium, robust plastic and can be
retrofitted to the Golf saloon and Golf Estate from model year 2013 onwards. SO

With Volkswagen Accessories you are prepared for any adventure life might bring. You can discover our
complete product range in the “Volkswagen Accessories Complete Catalogue” at your Volkswagen Dealer.¹⁾

03

04

05 The low-maintenance, carwash-resistant wind deflectors are manufactured
from high-quality, recyclable acrylic glass. The optimal ventilation of the vehicle
interior increases your driving comfort by improving the atmosphere inside the
vehicle. Enjoy the circulating fresh air, even when it is raining or snowing, or
avoid the unpleasant build-up of heat on hot days by opening the windows
slightly. SO
06 With the USB premium cable you can conveniently connect your smartphone
or other mobile devices to the Infotainment system in your vehicle. This means
that functions like App-Connect³⁾ are easily accessible, and of course your device
will charge at the same time. The 30 cm long cable features a high-quality fabric
sleeve and chrome-plated metal plug with the Volkswagen logo. Available with a
Micro-USB, USB-C or Apple Lightning connection. SO

05
02

01 The central sports tail silencer²⁾ with a diameter
of 2 x 90 mm and the diffuser underline the Golf’s
athletic prowess. The roof edge spoiler²⁾ not only
looks good, it also improves the Golf’s aerodynamics.
The chrome-look protective strip for the boot lid
creates a visual highlight and protects the edge of the
boot lid. The suspension lowering kit creates an even
more dynamic look. It consists of four springs that are
used to lower the vehicle’s centre of gravity by about
25–30 mm. It also gives the vehicle an even sportier
and more agile response. And with the tinted Golf R
LED tail lights that can be retrofitted, the Golf exudes
sportiness down to the smallest detail. SO

1) Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.
2) Not available for the Golf Estate and Golf Alltrack.
3) Only available in conjunction with the “Composition Media” radio or the “Discover Media” navigation function and “Discover Pro” radio navigation
system. Car-Net App-Connect is compatible with MirrorLink®, Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ technologies. The availability of this technology
may vary according to country. Car-Net App Connect is already supported by numerous mobile phones and Volkswagen is currently working
closely with smartphone manufacturers to make sure that a wider range of telephones can support Car-Net App-Connect technologies. You can
find up-to-date information regarding the compatibility of current and new mobile phones at www.volkswagen.de/mobiltelefon.
Volkswagen Accessories are available for the German market. Your local Volkswagen Dealer will be happy to provide you with details on the products
available in your country.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

01

Standard/Trendline

06

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO
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07 | 08 Well equipped for any journey with the carrier systems by Volkswagen
Accessories made of aerodynamic aluminium profile. The systems are based on the
perfectly-fitting roof bars for vehicles without roof rail and cross bars for vehicles
with roof rail. They can be used to mount surf boards, bicycles, ski and snowboard
carriers or practical roof boxes in the blink of an eye. The carrier systems are completely pre-mounted and, thanks to the City Crash Test, have been tested to even
higher safety levels than ISO standards. SO

12 Transport your bikes more conveniently and safely with our new “Premium”
bicycle carrier. It carries two bikes or electric bikes and its innovative fixing system
makes it ultra-easy to use. When the support bracket is opened, the bicycle carrier
can be automatically fixed onto the ball head and is then very simple to attach.
The removable spacer with anti-theft mechanism makes it particularly easy to use.
The foot pedal allows the carrier to be opened extra-wide, thanks to its large
90 degree opening angle, so that you can still access the luggage compartment
with ease, even with vehicles with large boot lids. Do you always want to have
your bicycle carrier with you or safely stow it away when you reach your holiday
destination? The “Premium” bicycle carrier lets you do just that! In a matter of
moments you can stow it away in the spare wheel well of your Volkswagen, simply
removing all the fixed parts from the spare wheel well and conveniently placing
the carrier in there. SO

09 The robust, lockable roof box is made of high-grade plastic in high-gloss black
and is easy to attach to the cross bars or roof bars, thanks to its practical quickrelease fasteners. Due to its extra-large opening angle, it is very easy to load and
unload and is available with a volume of 340 and 460 litres. SO

07

10 The aerodynamically designed, lockable aluminium ski and snowboard holder
is easy to install on the roof bars or cross bars. Thanks to the practical pull-out
function, the carrier system can be easily loaded and unloaded. The extra-large
opening buttons mean that the ski holder remains easy to use, even when wearing
thick ski gloves. SO

08

15

13 The “Plug & Play” sound system with integrated digital sound processor and
powerful subwoofer lets you enjoy music at the very highest level of quality.
The system has a total sine-wave output of 300 watts/total output of 480 watts
as well as vehicle and driver-specific sound setups. The subwoofer is installed in
the spare wheel well via “Plug & Play” to save space. The sound system is also
available for your luggage compartment on request. SO

12

11 Transport your bicycle safely and securely with the bicycle carrier standing on
the roof of your Golf, Golf Estate or Golf Alltrack. The frame and wheel rails are
designed to make sure the bicycle is automatically held in the perfect position.
The innovative torque limiting switch makes sure the bicycle frame is conveniently
fixed to the vehicle. The frame holder is fitted with large, soft sections of padding
to ensure an even distribution of pressure and to protect the bicycle frame. The
bicycle carrier has been City Crash Plus tested. SO

14 Whether you want to tow a boat, caravan or need additional storage space –
if you want to transport a trailer, you need a towing bracket. It can be supplied
as a fixed or removable version. The 13-pin electrical installation kit guarantees
the electrical supply and enables the safe operation of a trailer. It also supports
the parking assistant system and trailer stabilisation. SO

09

16

15 The stylish, high-grade aluminium sill panel trims with Golf logos are a visual
highlight in the entry area and reliably protect the door sills from scratches.
Available for 2 and 4-door. SO
16 The high-quality sill panel trim films protect the paint on the heavily used
door sills and customise the vehicle’s appearance. Colour: Black/Silver. Available
for 2 and 4-door. SO

13

17 Protect your own vehicle and the one behind from flying dirt, impacts from
dangerous stones and spray water with these extremely durable mud flaps for the
front and rear. SO

10

Standard/Trendline

11

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO

14

17

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5-4.0 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.
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18 Soft and gentle velour on the one side and sturdy, anti-slip plastic nubs on
the other: the custom-fit reversible luggage compartment mat for the luggage
compartment ensures the perfect surface, no matter what you are transporting.
Where necessary, a built-in protective cloth can fold out over the loading edge
to protect it when loading and unloading. SO

26 Children between the ages of three and twelve years (15 to 36 kilograms)
travel securely and comfortably in the G2-3 ISOFIT child seat thanks to its heightadjustable sleep support and height and incline which can be individually adjusted
according to the child’s needs. The backrest can be removed. Your Volkswagen
Dealer would be happy to tell you more about the entire range of child seats. SO

19 The luggage compartment tray with Golf lettering is light, flexible and tailormade for all models in the Golf family. The 5 cm high sides protect the luggage
compartment from dirt. SO

27 The easy-to-clean, anti-slip seat cover prevents dirt or wear, for example
caused by child seats. Practical net pockets also provide additional stowage space.
Can also be used with ISOFIX seats. SO
21

20 The easy-fit load guard separates the passenger compartment from the
luggage compartment between the backrests and headlining. The luggage
compartment cover can also be used with the partition grille. The partition
grille is only available in conjunction with the Golf Estate and Golf Alltrack. SO
21 The perfectly fitting, non-slip luggage compartment liner reliably protects
the luggage compartment from dirt and moisture. When not in use, it can be
rolled up and easily stowed away to save space. SO

29

28 With the mobile 12 volt “Volkswagen Edition” espresso machine you’ll have
access to your own personal coffee bar. The set also includes two sturdy espresso
cups, a serviette cloth, 25 espresso pods and a storage case. Never operate the
machine while the vehicle is in motion. SO

18
32

22 The robust luggage compartment loadliner with Golf lettering fits the
luggage compartment perfectly, is washable, anti-slip and acid-resistant.
The high, surrounding raised rim prevents liquids running out onto the vehicle
floor. The luggage compartment loadliner for the Golf is also equipped with
sliding partition elements. SO

22

30

23 The tear-resistant luggage net is ideal for all those small and mediumsized items you prefer to keep stored safely away. It is secured to the standard
fastening rings in the luggage compartment. SO
24 The load sill protection in stainless steel look acts as a visual highlight and
protects the paintwork when loading and unloading. SO
26 | 27

25 The transparent load sill protection film reliably protects the load sill against
scratches when loading and unloading. SO

19 | 20

23

31

29–33 One holder, so many options: the innovative, modular travel and comfort system is a true all-rounder
and contributes to the impression of a tidy and ordered vehicle interior. It consists of a base module which is
fixed between the front seat headrest bars and various separately available additional modules, which can be
fixed to the flexible base holder and replaced as required. You now have access to a number of top-class, handy
modules for your journey, such as the portable clothes hanger, a sturdy bag hook, the swivelling tablet holder
for models from various manufacturers or an adjustable folding table with a cup holder. SO

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5-4.0 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined),
CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

33

24

H

Optional extra

SO

25

28
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34 “Optimat” textile floor mats with Golf lettering combine the features of rubber
floor mats with the elegance of textile floor mats. The U-shaped edge of these tailormade textile floor mats safely retains dirt and moisture. SO
35 The high quality “Premium” textile floor mats made from hard-wearing, thickwoven velour with an abrasion-proof coating on the rear side do not simply improve
the look of the foot well with their white edging but also protect it from dirt. The floor
mats in the front have a rubber label with white Golf lettering. SO

34

37

35

38

Volkswagen
Lifestyle

36 Keep your footwell clean all year round: the perfectly fitting and durable
all-weather floor mat set with Golf embossing on the front mats does not just keep
dirt and dampness away but also reduces smells and is 100 % recyclable. SO

01 Start the day calmly! The silver-coloured alarm clock in a minimalist die shape
appears on the LED display alongside the temperature. SO

37 The high-quality golf ball-design of sports gear lever knob is comfortable to hold
and easy to fit. Can only be fitted in vehicles with a manual gearbox. SO

02 Elegant protection for your smartphone: your iPhone 7 is well protected
within a rigid plastic cover with a leather finish. SO

38 This non-slip, easy-to-fit pedal cap set made of brushed stainless steel will
amaze you with its top-quality design while the non-slip coating ensures a good grip.
Available for manual gearbox and automatic transmission. SO

03 Display your taste and style with your sunglasses. Both our graduated blue
stainless steel pilot’s glasses and the hand-made plastic sunglasses come in a
casual rigid cases with Volkswagen logo. SO

39 Customisation down to the smallest detail: the four valve caps are embossed
with the Volkswagen logo and protect the valves from dust, dirt and moisture.
Suitable for aluminium valves and rubber/metal valves. 1 set = 4 pieces. SO

04 Your belongings are ideally kept here: the washbag and rucksack are practical
at the same time as drawing attention to themselves, thanks to the yellow zip tag.

40 Sometimes it’s better to keep the sun out. For example, when your passengers
include children or pets. The sun blinds can even be used when the window is open,
providing perfect protection from the sun and an ideal solution for insulation without
having to compromise on safety. Available for the Golf (4-door), Golf Estate and
Golf Alltrack. SO

05 A must for lovers of German curried sausage and chips: the set consisting
of two porcelain curried sausage or fries trays and two stainless steel mini-forks
engraved with the Volkswagen logo. SO

01

05

02

06

03

07

04

08

SO

06 For warm ears and a cool look: this casual “salt and pepper” look knitted
beanie hat with an embroidered Volkswagen logo. SO
07 Add your own personal touch to your key: with this silver-coloured heart with
Swarovski® crystals as a key fob. SO
08 Provides a lot of space but needs very little itself: the black folding box is
transformed in a matter of moments into practical storage space for up to 30 kg
of weight. SO

39

36

The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO

40
Further details on the complete range and prices are available from your Volkswagen Dealer or at shops.volkswagen.com.
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Seat upholstery
08

01

01 “Basket” cloth Titanium Black TW S
02 “Zoom” cloth Titanium Black TW C
03 “Zoom” cloth Shetland XW C
04 “Summits” cloth ¹⁾ Titanium Black TW A
05 “ArtVelours” microfleece ²⁾ Titanium Black TW H
06 “ArtVelours” microfleece ³⁾ Shetland XW SO
07 “Vienna” leather, perforated, Black/Crystal Grey TW SO
08 “Vienna” leather, perforated, Pure Grey/Ruby Red UW SO
09 “Vienna” leather³⁾ perforated, Shetland-Shetland XW SO
10 “Carbon Flag/San Remo” cloth/microfibre for R-Line⁵⁾ Flint Grey-Black/Flint Grey TW
(Not shown) “Vienna” for R-Line, perforated, Black/Crystal Grey TW SO

03

07

09

05

SO

1) Only available for the Golf Alltrack.
2) Also available as an optional extra for the Golf Alltrack.
3) Not available for the Golf Alltrack.
4) Also available as an optional extra for the Golf Alltrack.
5) Only in conjunction with the R-Line package.
The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The print colours cannot reproduce the true appearance of the actual seat upholstery.
The illustrations of the seats are of our basic seat model; the seats in the vehicle may differ should you decide to upgrade.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard equipment/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Standard in the Alltrack

A

Optional extra

02

SO

04

06

10
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Paint finishes

01

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

Pure White¹⁾ Solid paint 0Q SO
Urano Grey¹⁾ Solid paint 5K S
Tornado Red¹⁾ Solid paint G2 SO
Black Rubin Solid paint V5 SO
Turmeric Yellow¹⁾, ²⁾ Metallic paint 6T SO
Reflex Silver Metallic paint 8E SO
Dark Iron Blue Metallic paint 8P SO
Peacock Green Metallic paint 8U SO
Atlantic Blue¹⁾, ²⁾ Metallic paint H7 SO
Tungsten Silver Metallic paint K5 SO
White Silver¹⁾ Metallic paint K8 SO
Lapiz Blue³⁾ Metallic paint L9 SO
Indium Grey¹⁾ Metallic paint X3 SO
Deep Black¹⁾ Pearl Effect paint 2T SO
Oryx White¹⁾ Mother-of-Pearl Effect paint 0R

03

05

10

04

06

11

07

12

13

SO

1) Also available for the R-Line package. For more information, please contact Your Volkswagen Dealer.
2) Not available for the Golf Alltrack.
3) Only in conjunction with the R-Line and R-Line Exterior package.
The images on these pages show the Golf with the optional R-Line “Exterior” package. However, not all of the paint finishes shown here are
available in conjunction with the R-Line “Exterior” package. Your Volkswagen Dealer will be pleased to advise you.
The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The print colours cannot reproduce the true appearance of the actual paintwork.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Optional extra

SO

02

08

09

14

15
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Wheels
This car will get you into a spin: you get to decide how.
With the wide range of alloy wheels, you can customise
your Golf, Golf Estate or Golf Alltrack even more.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

16-inch alloy wheel “Hita” C
16-inch alloy wheel “Toronto” SO
17-inch alloy wheel “Dijon” H SO
17-inch alloy wheel “Karlskoga” SO
17-inch alloy wheel “Madrid” SO
17-inch alloy wheel “Madrid” SO
17-inch alloy wheel “Singapore”,¹⁾ Volkswagen R SO
17-inch alloy wheel “Valley”²⁾ A
17-inch alloy wheel “Blade”³⁾ Volkswagen Accessories SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Kalamata” ²⁾ SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Jurva” SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Marseille”¹⁾ Volkswagen R SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Durban” SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Sebring”¹⁾, ⁴⁾ Volkswagen R SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Pretoria”³⁾, ⁵⁾ Volkswagen Accessories SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Rotary”³⁾ Volkswagen Accessories SO
18-inch alloy wheel “Preston”³⁾ Volkswagen Accessories SO
19-inch alloy wheel “Twinspoke”³⁾ Volkswagen Accessories SO

01

04

07

10

13

16

02

05

08

11

14

17

03

06

09

12

15

18

1) Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.
2) Only available for the Golf Alltrack.
3) An offer from Volkswagen Accessories. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.
4) Also available as 17 inch alloy wheels.
5) Also available in Sterling Silver.
Our vehicles are fitted with summer tyres as standard. Your Volkswagen Dealer will be pleased to advise you.
The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The print colours cannot reproduce the true appearance of the wheels.
The Golf. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.4–3.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 129–102 (combined), efficiency classes: C–A.
The Golf Estate. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 5.5–4.0 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 132–103 (combined), efficiency classes: B–A.
The Golf Alltrack. Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.7–5.1 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 157–133 (combined), efficiency classes: C–B.

Standard equipment/Trendline

S

Standard in the Comfortline

C

Standard in the Highline

H

Standard in the Alltrack

A

Optional extra

SO
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Discover Volkswagen’s
automotive world.
The Autostadt in Wolfsburg – a journey to the world
of mobility. Collecting your new car from the Autostadt
will be a memorable experience for you. Take a trip
through automotive history and track the development of the car by visiting the ZeitHaus Museum
which houses vehicles from over 60 different brands.
Learn about Volkswagen’s production processes at
the AUTOWERK exhibition or discover what’s happening with regards to sustainability at LEVEL GREEN.
Your kids even have the chance to get their very own
driving licence. When the moment arrives for you to
collect your vehicle, your personal adviser will hand
over your keys, explaining the most important features in the vehicle. You’ll then have the chance to
test everything you’ve learned on your way out of the
Customer Centre before starting your journey home.
You can obtain full information from the free hotline
0800 – 2 88 67 82 38, the apps for iPhone and Android
phones or refer to www.autostadt.com.

Volkswagen Driving Experience. Discover breathtaking landscapes or brush up on your driving skills in a
training course with the Volkswagen Driving Experience tours. Find out more about the programme by
calling: +49 711 389 500 30 or visiting
www.volkswagen-driving-experience.com.
Service guaranteed. Help is at hand wherever you
need it: there are around 2,000 Volkswagen Dealers
in Germany, all of whom offer a comprehensive range
of vehicle services. Please visit us or contact us free
of charge 1) on the Volkswagen customer support
hotline 0800 – VOLKSWAGEN (0800 – 86 55 79 24 36).
Quality guaranteed. In addition to the statutory warranty, you receive a two-year Volkswagen guarantee²⁾
for all new Volkswagen cars and, for the body, a
three-year guarantee against paint defects and a
twelve-year guarantee against rusting through.²⁾
Mobility guaranteed. Breakdown service, replacement car or overnight accommodation in a hotel. If
you have your Volkswagen serviced at the recommended intervals, you can enjoy the benefits of the
LongLife mobility guarantee in Europe. The free
emergency hotline¹⁾ can be reached at no charge on
0800 – VW SERVICE (0800 – 8 97 37 84 23).

Volkswagen Financial Services. Those who decide on
a new Volkswagen expect high standards of quality
from their car and from the financial services provider
giving them comprehensive advice on all matters
concerning the transaction. The up-to-date financing
and leasing options, innovative insurance packages
and complete packages offered by Volkswagen Bank,
Volkswagen Leasing and Volkswagen VersicherungsService give you peace-of-mind motoring and ensure
that you are financially mobile as well. Further information on the financial services can be obtained by
visiting www.volkswagenbank.com. Contact Your
Volkswagen Dealer for a personal financial services
quote.
Volkswagen Extended Warranty. Opt for up to five
years warranty! There are nine types of extended
warranty available across all model ranges, from the
up! to the Touareg, with options varying in terms of
total term and driving performance. For more detailed information, contact Your Volkswagen Dealer.
1) Only applies for calls from Germany.
2) All details of the Volkswagen guarantee and of the Volkswagen paint
and bodywork guarantee apply solely to vehicles of the Volkswagen
brand in accordance with the current range of vehicles offered in the
Federal Republic of Germany and which are issued with a service
booklet from Volkswagen AG according to German warranty conditions (for the German market).
The services offered on these pages apply only to the German market.
Your local Volkswagen Dealer will be happy to provide you with details
on the products available in your country.
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Your Volkswagen Dealer

The vehicles shown in this catalogue may be equipped with optional extras at additional
cost. All of the information regarding equipment and technical data is based on the characteristics of the German market and corresponds to the knowledge available at the time of
printing. Your local Volkswagen Dealer will be happy to provide you with details on the products available in your country. Subject to change without notice. BlueMotion®, DSG® and
TSI® are registered marks of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the Volkswagen Group
in Germany and in other countries. The fact that a mark is not shown with an ® sign in this
document cannot be interpreted as meaning that this mark is not a registered mark and/or
that this mark can be used without prior approval in writing from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen
provides for the return and recycling of end-of-life vehicles. All Volkswagens can, therefore,
be recycled and, subject to fulfilment of legal prerequisites, can be returned free of charge.
You can obtain further details of this from your local Volkswagen Dealer, on our website
www.volkswagen.com and by calling 0800 – VOLKSWAGEN (0800 – 86 55 79 24 36) which
is free of charge in the Federal Republic of Germany.

